
In 2022, JCPenney introduced Hope & Wonder™, a private label brand for everyone in the family designed to commemorate moments that matter. 
Hope & Wonder™ celebrates cultural observances throughout the year, such as Black History Month, Pride, Juneteenth, and Hispanic Heritage Month. 
In addition to corporate contributions, all net profits from Hope & Wonder™ sales are donated to nonprofits selected by JCPenney associates.

 

How Hope & Wonder™ started
Hope & Wonder™ is the brainchild of Valerie Harris, senior vice president of 
trend, brand management and design. Harris explains:

“ I wanted to leverage our internal talent and bring a more authentic 
perspective to JCPenney’s celebration of Black History Month. We 
began with two sources of inspiration: First, the generations within 
Black households that connect us to the past and propel us toward the 
future; and second, the 2022 national Black History Month theme of 
health and wellness.”

From Harris’ vision of bringing together a cross-functional team of 
passionate BIPOC designers who could combine JCPenney’s philanthropic 
efforts and smart design, the JCPenney Creative Coalition was born.

What’s distinctive about Hope & Wonder™
Hope & Wonder™ apparel is developed in-house by the JCPenney Creative 
Coalition, an inclusive group of designers who represent the communities 
being celebrated during Hope & Wonder™ cultural observances.

Members of the JCPenney Creative Coalition pictured here 
sporting apparel for the 2022 Hope & Wonder™ Black History 
Month assortment include, senior vice president of trend, brand 
management and design Valerie Harris, design director Brandi 
Wallace and senior designer Krystal Ellis.

The JCPenney Creative Coalition

2023 Hope & Wonder™ calendar

• Black History Month (February)

• Women’s History Month (March)

•  Asian American and Pacific Islander Heritage Month 
(May)

• Pride Month (June)

• Juneteenth (June)

•  Hispanic Heritage Month (September 15 - October 15)

Looking to the future
To ensure the same authenticity in all Hope & Wonder™ assortments, the 
JCPenney Creative Coalition has expanded to include members of the 
Hispanic and LGBTQ+ communities. In 2023, female designers will lead the 
creation of apparel for Women’s History Month. Asian American and Pacific 
Islander communities will create an assortment for Asian American Pacific 
Islander Heritage Month.

Members of The Creative Coalition pictured here in 2022 Hispanic Heritage 
Month Hope & Wonder™ apparel include Martiza Colón, Maria Lety Reza 
and Zahira Rodriguez, in addition to fellow JCPenney team members 
Roberta Gonzales and Emilio Galvan. 

JCPenney team members frequently appear in Hope & Wonder 
photo shoots. Pictured here in 2022 Black History Month apparel 
is Brandi Wallace with husband Jeff Wallace and their two children.


